
WORKMAN SERIES GLOVES
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This standard applies to all kinds of 
protective gloves in respect of physical 
and mechanical aggressions caused by 
abrasion, blade cut, puncture and tearing.

abrasion resistance
blade cut resistance
tear resistance
puncture resistance

EN-388

technical guide
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Features
✚ 360 degree FiberWire™ Cut level 5 protection

✚ Full finger, knuckle and metacarpal TPR impact protection 

✚ Etched latex coating provides enhanced grip on wet and oily surfaces

✚ ANSI Cut Level 3 

Features
✚ 360 degree FiberWire™ Cut level 5 protection

✚ Full finger, knuckle and metacarpal TPR impact protection 

✚  Dip: BLACK Nitrile Palm Dip w/ 2nd Palm Dip in SANDY NITRILE for superior grip on dry, wet 

or oily conditions- Nitrile resistant to chemicals and caustic substances

✚ ANSI Cut Level 3 

CUT 5 IMPACT

CHEM 5 IMPACT

SIZE CHEM 5 
SMALL GFC-14KS
MEDIUM GFC-14KM
LARGE GFC-14KL
XLARGE GFC-14K1L
XXLARGE GFC-14K2L
XXXLARGE GFC-14K3L

4542

3544

SIZE CUT 5
SMALL GFT-13KS
MEDIUM GFT-13KM
LARGE GFT-13KL
XLARGE GFT-13K1L
XXLARGE GFT-13K2L
XXXLARGE GFT-13K3L
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Features
✚ FiberWire™ premium engineered yarn shell

✚ BLACK coated palm and fingers

✚ Seamless construction

✚ Continuous knit cuff

✚ ANSI Cut Level 3

Features
✚ FiberWire™ premium engineered yarn shell

✚ BLACK coated palm and fingers

✚ Seamless construction

✚ Continuous knit cuff

✚ ANSI Cut Level 3 

FIBERWIRE latex

FIBERWIRE nitrile

4542

3544

tech data
✚  Liner: GREY spun 13G seamless knitted High-Density Polyethylene 

(HDPE) & Glass Fiber for superior cut and abrasion protection

✚  Dip: BLACK Crinkle Grip Latex Palm Dip (“crinkle” finish for superior 

grip in wet and dry applications)  

tech data
✚  Liner: GREY spun 13G seamless knitted High-Density Polyethylene 

HDPE & Glass Fiber for superior cut and abrasion protection

✚  Dip: BLACK Nitrile Palm Dip w/ 2nd Palm Dip in SANDY NITRILE for 

superior grip on dry, wet or oily conditions- Nitrile resistant to 

chemicals and caustic substances 

SIZE  BLACK
SMALL GFL-12KS
MEDIUM  GFL-12KM
LARGE GFL-12KL 
XLARGE  GFL-12K1L 
XXLARGE GFL-12K2L

SIZE  GREY LINER W/ BLACK NITRILE
SMALL GFN-12KS
MEDIUM  GFN-12KM
LARGE GFN-12KL 
XLARGE  GFN-12K1L 
XXLARGE GFN-12K2L
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Features
✚ StarYarn™ premium engineered yarn shell

✚ GREY & BLACK coated palm and fingers

✚ Seamless construction

✚ Continuous knit cuff

✚ Cut Level 4

Features
✚ StarYarn™ premium engineered yarn shell

✚ GREY & BLACK coated palm and fingers

✚ Seamless construction

✚ Continuous knit cuff

✚ Cut Level 3

STARYARN latex

STARYARN nitrile

4343

3443

tech data
✚ Liner: GREY spun 13G seamless knitted

✚ High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) & Polyester

✚ Dip: BLACK Crinkle Grip Latex Palm Dip (“crinkle” finish for superior     

     grip in wet and dry applications) 

SIZE  GREY
SMALL GSC-13KS
MEDIUM  GSC-13KM
LARGE GSC-13KL
XLARGE  GSC-13K1L
XXLARGE GSC-13K2L

tech data
✚ Liner: GREY spun 13G seamless knitted 

✚ High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) & Polyester

✚  Dip: BLACK Nitrile Palm Dip w/ 2nd Palm Dip in SANDY NITRILE for 

superior grip on dry, wet or oily conditions- Nitrile resistant to 

chemicals and caustic substances 

SIZE  GREY LINER W/ BLACK NITRILE
SMALL GSN-12KS
MEDIUM  GSN-12KM
LARGE GSN-12KL 
XLARGE  GSN-12K1L 
XXLARGE GSN-12K2L
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Features
✚ StarYarn™ premium engineered yarn shell

✚ GREY & BLACK coated palm and fingers

✚ Seamless construction

✚ Continuous knit cuff

✚ Cut Level 3

Features
✚ Nitrile dipped palm 

✚ Good cut, puncture and abrasion protection 

✚ Cotton/polyester back keeps hands cool and comfortable

✚ Offers excellent dexterity and tactility

STARYARN pu

PALMER nitrile

4121

4343

Palm side dip offers excellent dexterity 
and feel for many slippery or oily jobs 

SIZE  GREEN BLACK
SMALL GPR-6GS GPR-6KS
MEDIUM  GPR-6GM GPR-6KM
LARGE GPR-6GL GPR-6KL
XLARGE  GPR-6G1L GPR-6K1L
XXLARGE GPR-6G2L GPR-6K2L

SIZE  GREY
SMALL GSL-12WS
MEDIUM  GSL-12WM
LARGE GSL-12WL
XLARGE  GSL-12W1L 
XXLARGE GSL-12W2L

tech data
✚ Liner: WHITE spun 13G seamless knitted

✚ High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) & Polyester

✚ Dip: GREY Polyurethane palm dipping
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PALMER micro foam

4131

PALMER full nitrile

4121

Features
✚ Superior fit and sensitivity

✚ Thin layer of micro-foam over fingers and palms over a comfortable, knit liner

✚ High level of tactile sensitivity

✚ Excellent grip

SIZE  GREY/GREY
SMALL GPM-14KS
MEDIUM  GPM-14KM 
LARGE GPM-14KL
XLARGE  GPM-14K1L
XLARGE  GPM-14K2L 

Full nitrile dipped protection for handling 
oils, greases and solvent covered materials  

Features
✚ Full nitrile dip with cotton interlock base construction 

✚ Excellent for handling oils, greases or solvents

✚ Elastic wrist provides a comfortable and secure fit 

✚ Provides excellent tactility and dexterity

✚ Water Resistant

SIZE  GREY/GREEN 
SMALL GPF-6GS
MEDIUM  GPF-6GM
LARGE GPF-6GL
XLARGE  GPF-6G1L
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PALMER green-tac PALMER L-tac

21424131

THERMAL TAC

2242

Offers superior comfort and grip with a  
soft bamboo liner and foam nitrile coating

Features
✚ Ultra thin, ultra soft bamboo liner keeps hands cool and comfortable

✚ Continuous knit construction for a superior fit and comfort

✚ Foam nitrile coating offers positive grip in wet or slippery conditions

✚ Nitrile coating offers excellent dexterity and abrasion resistance

Features
✚ Textured latex palm for improved grip 

✚ Cotton/poly liner keeps hands cool and comfortable

✚ Anatomically correct for improved fit and control 

✚ Rugged design covers many tough jobs

SIZE  WHITE 
SMALL GPG-1GS
MEDIUM  GPG-1GM
LARGE GPG-1GL
XLARGE  GPG-1G1L 
XXLARGE GPG-1G2L

SIZE  GREY/GREY
SMALL GPL-10YS
MEDIUM  GPL-10YM 
LARGE GPL-10YL
XLARGE  GPL-10Y1L
XLARGE  GPL-10Y2L 

SIZE  BLACK
SMALL GPO-12KS
MEDIUM  GPO-12KM
LARGE GPO-12KL 
XLARGE  GPO-12K1L 
XXLARGE  GPO-12K2L 

Full nitrile dipped protection for handling 
oils, greases and solvent covered materials  

Features
✚  13 Ga. Polyester Staple Fiber (PSF) liner offers a snug fit for greater feel, warmth and 

outstanding comfort

✚  Poly Staple Fiber is advantageous because it is lightweight, durable and form fitting

✚  Crinkled latex dipped palm and over fingertips for enhanced gripping power on 

     wet/slippery applications

✚  Latex palm offers excellent tear resistance and durable abrasion/puncture protection

✚ Seamless knit construction reduces snagging

✚  Ergonomically shaped to the contour of your hand for improved comfort, control and flexibility

✚  Rolled knit cuff secures the glove to the wrist and prevents contaminants from entering

✚  Ideal for outdoor hand and power tool use, cold stocking/storage, shipping/receiving, 

construction, maintenance, automotive
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THERMAL TAC pro

2242

NI-FLEX

SIZE  BLACK
SMALL GPT-12KS
MEDIUM  GPT-12KM
LARGE GPT-12KL 
XLARGE  GPT-12K1L 
XXLARGE  GPT-12K2L 

Features
✚  10 Ga. Brushed Acrylic Thermal Liner keeps hands extra warm and comfortable

✚  Acrylic is a synthetic fiber that is lightweight, soft, and warm, with a wool-like feel

✚  Synthetic Acrylic is resistant to oils, chemicals, and is very resistant to deterioration from 

sunlight exposure

✚  Crinkled latex coated palm and over Fingertips for enhanced gripping power on 

     wet/slippery applications

✚  Latex palm offers excellent tear resistance and durable abrasion/puncture protection

✚ Seamless knit construction reduces snagging

✚  Ergonomically shaped to the contour of your hand for improved comfort, control and flexibility

✚  Rolled knit cuff secures the glove to the wrist and prevents contaminants from entering

✚  Ideal for cold storage, stocking, freight handling, food handling, cold weather 

     construction, longshoreman

100% NITRILE DISPOSABLE 5 MIL, 9.5”  
INDUSTRIAL GRADE GLOvE

Features
✚  Ideal for working with solvents, Nitrile is chemical resistant and helps  

dissipate electrostatic charges

✚  Powder free where contamination is a concern and contains no natural rubber 

proteins known to cause allergic reactions 

✚  Compliant to FDA food handling requirements 

Meets FDA 21 CFR 170-199 specifications

✚  Form fitting for superior comfort and dexterity with textured fingertips  for greater 

tactile sensitivity and grip on slippery surfaces or applications along with excellent 

chemical resistance

✚  Suitable for applications where gloves are frequently replaced

✚  Black nitrile gloves are most commonly used by workers in automotive, electronic 

assembly, law enforcement, security environments, tattoo shops and beauty salons

✚  Black nitrile gloves allow instant hand protection without the visibility of blood, dirt 

and other contaminants

SIZE  BLACK
SMALL GNX-1KS
MEDIUM  GNX-1KM
LARGE GNX-1KL 
XLARGE  GNX-1K1L
XXLARGE GNX-1K2L 
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8 SECONDS

OPERATOR

Driving doesn’t get any more  
comfortable than with the 8 Second Glove 

From driving to light construction, this split 
leather slip-on has you covered 

Features
✚ Unlined top grain cow hide construction 

✚ Keystone thumb for better fit and flexibility

✚ Soft and supple for added comfort 

✚ Elastic wrist closure for secure fitment

Features
✚ Split leather and unlined construction 

✚ Keystone thumb for better fit and flexibility

✚ Improved grip and long lasting performance

✚ Elastic wrist closure for secure fitment

SIZE  PRODUCT #
SMALL G8S-6SS
MEDIUM  G8S-6SM
LARGE G8S-6SL 
XLARGE  G8S-6S1L
XXLARGE G8S-6S2L

SIZE  PRODUCT #
SMALL GOR-6YS
MEDIUM  GOR-6YM
LARGE GOR-6YL
XLARGE GOR-6Y1L 


